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Nonperiodic analogues and generalizations of some results of Duren 
and Shields [1] are given. In the process, the key role played by the homo
geneous Besov spaces and their images under the Fourier transform will be 
highlighted. Our results concern the following spaces in addition to the usual 
LP space on Rn for 0 < p < °°. 

Let 0 be a smooth function (belonging to S, the space of rapidly de
creasing functions) such that f<p(x)dx = 1 . Set <pt(x) = t~n<p(xrl)9 and for 
ƒ defined on Rn, call 

u(xf t) = <!>t * ƒ(*), u+(x) = sup \u(x, 01-

A function ƒ defined on Rn belongs to #? (/*"), 0 < p < <*>, if and only if 
u+ GLp(Rn) [2]. 

For 0 < a < 1, ƒ G A£p iff (jmhf\\J\h\afdhl\h\n)llP is fmite> w h e r e 

\f is the difference operator, AHf(x) = f(x 4- h) - ƒ (be). The spaces are 
defined for other values of a by the formula R^A%p = A " ^ , where R& is 
the Riesz potential of order p defined by closing the operator defined on a 
subset of S by (/^/)*(£) = l£r^/(f). These spaces are homogeneous Besov 
spaces [6] in contrast to [9] ; for a = p = 2, a a nonnegative integer, this is 
the space of tempered distributions for which all derivatives of order a are in 
Z,2, with no other condition on the lower order derivatives or on the function 
itself. The characterization that we use most frequently is given in [6] ; ƒ G 
Ap g iff for k the smallest nonnegative integer greater than a/2, if u denotes 
the temperature with initial value/, and if Mp(u\ t) = \\u{\ t)\\p, then 

is finite. For example, A"^1 * ^ is the containing Banach space Bp of Duren 
and Shields [1]. 

Finally, we must consider the Fourier image of these spaces, the spaces 
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